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Detroit Lion
''^Independent
Man: The Life of
Senator James Couzens,"
by Harry
Barnard
(Scribiiers. 376 pp. $5.95),
s the portrait of a controversial public
fighter, the initiator of the Ford Company's famous five-dollar day. Roger
Burlingame, who reviews the book, is
the author of "Henry Ford" and "Machines That Built America."

By Roger Burlingame

I

T IS heartening these days to read
of a man who consistently r e fused to conform to group thinking,
to party dictates, or to business orthodoxy yet was elected and re-elected
to public office and was one of the
business giants of his generation.
Throughout his life James Couzens of
Detroit followed his conscience and
his private judgment. It meant nothing to him that he was hated, that h e
was charged with disloyalty, that,
notwithstanding his business t r i umphs, he was branded a "radical"
or that he was deserted by those
whose success he had helped build.
This biography by Harry Barnard
will have plenty of readers in that
growing public that is fascinated by
he mystery of Henry Ford. Already
interest has extended to the men
Ford worked with such as the engineering genius Charlie Sorensen,
whose story, written with the collabo-

ration of Samuel T. Williamson, appeared more than a year ago. Now we
have a searching analysis of the man
who developed the business side of
the Ford Motor Company and shared
in its multimillion profits until disagreement forced Ford and Couzens
apart.
In the variegated record that follows that separation, it is easy to see
why the two giants failed to get along.
From his earliest years in Canada,
James Couzens had resented authority. His ambition to become his own
boss had been ruthlessly dynamic.
When it became evident that this
could never happen in the Ford company, the split was inevitable.
After the break, however, Couzens
faced what Barnard calls a "climacteric" in his life.
Until now, his existence had
meant the struggle to establish
himself economically . . . and now
it dawned on him that he had all
the money that he wanted . . .
The idea of making more money
began to produce in Couzens "a
kind of nausea."
No crisis, however, could interrupt
the restless urgency of such a man
for long. He found his new purpose
in public life. Backed by his great
wealth such a way out should be
easy. But his conscience made it
hard. Already with Ford, his authorship of the famous five-dollar day had
had its genesis, according to Barnard,
in his sympathy with labor. Such

solicitude for the underprivileged was
thought inconsistent with his wealth
when he tried to carry it into public
life. As police commissioner of D e troit, he fought the graft that he b e lieved was bleeding the people. Later,
as mayor, he fought for public ownership of the street railways and, after
some brilliant,
and
occasionally
swashbuckling coups, won against a
deeply intrenched private company.
It was natural that the charge of
"Socialism" should be leveled against
him.
As Republican Senator from Michigan he attacked the leaders of his
own party whenever his conscience
opposed their behavior. He met the
rage of Republican yes-men when he
challenged the sacrosanct Andrew
Mellon. He was in frequent trouble
with both Coolidge and Hoover and
he committed his final "treason" when
he supported Franklin Roosevelt.
In public life he was a fighter who
spared no feelings. It was said that
ice water instead of blood ran in his
veins, yet he was always gentle and
affectionate at home and he showed
another softer side in his interest in
the relief of crippled children.
Mr. Barnard has given a clear and
often moving portrait of this strange.
contradictory, unliked, and perhaps
unlikable fighter. One wishes sometimes that this biographer would tell
his story in his own words rather
than through documented quotations,
but one can hardly quarrel with a
stern insistence on authenticity in
such an important and exciting book.

An Indian girl and a young Cambodian rice-grower—"the vigorous present.'

In a Buddhist monastery—"..
the past is a background.'

FOR THE SEDENTARY TRAVELER "South Asia" (Praeger, $8.50) displays, in Swiss
photographer Hans Keusen's vivid pictures, the elaborate and disparate cultures
of the East. The photographic tour leads to the ornate pagodas, mosques, and
temples that symbolize serene and ageless civilizations. Yet beside the shrines
are vigilant soldiers, parading students, and women freed from veils—reminders
that for Asia, the past is a background for the vigorous present.
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THE UNIVERSE

Human Life on Other Planets
" O / Stars and Men: Human
Response to an Expanding
Universe,"
by Harlow Shapley
(Beacon Press.
J57 pp. $3.50), provides evidence by
Harvard's
distinguished
astronomer
that there are living beings on other
planets equal to, maybe even superior
to man. Our reviewer, Thomas S. Hall,
a professor of zoology at Washington
University, St. Louis, currently holds
a National Science Foundation Fellowship at Yale University.

By Thomas S. Hall

T

HIS exciting short book gives the
personal answer of an eminent
scientist to one of the most provocative of all scientific questions. Is life
confined to planet Earth or does it
exist in other worlds as well? Harlow
Shapley's answer: living beings are
scattered abundantly through the
universe; some of these, on other
planets circling other suns, probably
surpass human beings in intellectual
capacity. Professor Shapley believes
that these conclusions contain an important message for man.
Not all of the conclusions in this
little book—whose intellectual dimensions are so large—will be immediately embraced by other scientists.
But neither are Professor Shapley's
convictions the product of slap-happy
speculation. They represent the sober
assessment by a respected astronomer
of evidence drawn not only from his
special field but also from physics,
chemistry, geology, biochemistry, biology, and—most important of all—
mathematics. This evidence is presented—in language meant for the
literate layman—with persuasion, wit,
and at times a sort of cosmic poetry.
The reader may appreciate advance
notification that space travel as such
is not mentioned by Professor Shapley. Yet, when one lays the book down
at the end, it is with a sense of having
made a miraculous voyage through
immensities of space and time.
Biologists will agree with Mr. Shapley that life can exist only on cool
and crusty planets such as Earth,
never on hot and glowing stars such
as Earth's sun. Hence, any planet that
is to support life must circle its sun
at a proper distance to yield a toler-

able range of temperatures. To the
scientist, moreover, living things are,
essentially, very highly organized a r rangements of very ordinary elements
—elements richly abundant in Earth's
crust, its waters, and its atmosphere.
This means, of course, that every lifebearing planet must provide the right
array of elements for rearrangement
into living things.
On how many planets do these conditions really exist? Professor Shapley's answer: on many planets. Certainly on a hundred million, probably
on a hundred thousand million, possibly on a hundred million million.
To persuade us that such a profusion of suitable planets is available.
Professor Shapley gives an enthralling account of the way in which planets were probably formed. In the b e ginning all the particles of matter that
there were in the whole universe existed squeezed together in a single
very crowded mass. Several billion
years ago this aboriginal clump of
particles—the "primeval atom"—began to come apart. It started to swell
outward in an expanding array that
is still expanding today. Gradually the
whole accumulation divided into increasingly distinct aggregations that

were destined to become the galaxies
of modern astronomy, each galaxy
comprising millions or billions of star.s
—many with planets circling round.
The three or four opposing views of
detailed planet formation that need
to be taken seriously agree in this
important point: the conditions whic^
surrounded and produced planets
around the star that is Earth's sun also
surrounded, and must also have produced planets around, other stars all
through the universe. Many of these
other stars have recently been subjected to seemingly reliable chemical
analysis. Their chemistry, and hence
the chemistry of the planets that p r e sumably circle round them, turns out
to be strikingly similar to the chemistry of the solar system.
iVEN if conditions are generally
E
right for life on many other planets,
further questions need answering.
Under what detailed conditions is life
actually initiated? How was it started
here on Earth? Living things owe
their uniqueness to the fact that some
of the ordinary atoms they contain are
joined together to form extraordinary
molecules, "macromolecules," that are
much larger and much more elaborate
than any formed apart from living
things. Recently the Russian biologist
A. I. Oparin has made persuasive suggestions concerning the steps by
which such macromolecules may first
have appeared spontaneously in the
waters of the earth. He has likewise
suggested how some of these may have
become organized to produce the

—Yerkes Observatory.
Mars—". . . existence of other intellects surpassing man's"?

"The new discoveries and developments contribute to the unfolding of
a magnificent universe; to be a participant is itself a glory. With our confreres on distant planets; with our
fellow animals and plants of land, air,
and sea; and with the rocks and waters
of all our planetary crusts, and the
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photons and atoms that make up the
stars—with all these we are associated
in an existence and an evolution that
inspires respect and deep reverence.
We cannot escape humility. And as
groping scientists and philosophers we
are thankful for mysteries still beyond
(us)."
—"Of Stars and Men."

